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Preface

There are two principal aspects to the theory of atomic transport in

crystals as caused by the action of point defects, namely (1) the calculation

of relevant properties of the point defects (energies and other thermodynamic

characteristics of the different possible defects, activation energies and

other mobility parameters} and (2) the statistical mechanics of assemblies of

defects, both equilibrium and non-equilibrium assemblies.

In the five lectures given here ooth these aspects are touched on. The

f i r s t two lectures are concerned with the calculation of relevant point

defect properties, particularly in ionic crystals. (An example of related

calculations for metals was provided by a Research Seminar given by

Dr. E. Savino on the subject "Dynamics of Point Defects - application to Mg"}.

The f i r s t lecture is more general, the second is concerned particularly with

some recent calculations of the free volumes of formation of defects in

various ionic solids; these solve a rather long-standing problem in this

area.

The remaining three lectures are concerned with the kinetic theory of

defects mainly in relaxation, dr i f t and diffusion situations. These

lectures represent, in part, activity which was pursued during the Workshop

in association with Prof. A. R. Allnatt, Dr. A. Barbu and Prof. P. Butcher.

This was an attempt to generalize existing kinetic and statistical treatments

so as to bring out and develop their formal structure in a way independent of

specific details. Progress was made in this direction and was facil i tated

particularly by certain related analyses of electronic hopping transport in

semiconductors made by Prof. Butcher' ' . But more remains to be done and

the material presented in these three lectures is necessarily incomplete.

An important parallel development was made by Prof. Allnatt and was given in

his Research Seminar on "Mass Transport in Solids by a Kubo Method".

i .

The theory developed in Lectures 3, 4 and 5 is for systems where the

dominant point defects are vacancies (although that in Lecture 3 is more

general) but I believe that there are close parallels in interst i t ia l systems.

The general question of the relation to random-walk treatments of diffusion

also needs further detailed attention. Other more particular problems

stand out. I t may also be noted that other possible generalizations of

existing treatments are contained in the books of Manning^ ' and Flynn1 ' .

I t is because i t - i s timely to consider these basic theoretical problems that

I have prepared this record of the lectures for wider distribution.
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Lecture 1 The Calculation of the Properties of Point Defects

1.1 Introduction

Much of the understanding of those properties of crystalline solids

which are determined by structural defects (vacancies, in terst i t ia ls ,

dislocations) has been obtained with the aid of rather intuitive models of

their structure. Nonetheless there can be l i t t l e doubt that the early

calculations of defect structure and energies, such as those for ionic

crystals by Mott and L i t t l e ton^ ' and for Cu by Huntington and Seitz^2 ' ,

supplied important guidance. In these calculations the authors used a basic

model of the substance to calculate the energies of different possible

defects. Today i t is possible to consider far more complex situations than

was possible then and these calculations can thus be of very much greater help

in understanding complicated or new and imperfectly understood systems. We

can distinguish three types of calculation, (a) quasi-static (b) Monte Carlo

(c) Molecular Dynamics, which give increasing amounts of physical information

in that order. The computing demands generally increase in the same order,

so that there are good practical reasons for getting the maximum information

from the simplest calculations. We shall thus here mainly deal with the

quasi-static calculations. However, al l three techniques depend upon having

a good potential energy function for the substance in question, i .e. a

function which, in principle, can give the potential energy for arbitrary

atomic configurations^ ' . This requirement presents an important challenge

to electronic theory.

1.2 Quasi-Static Calculations - basis in the quasi-harmonic approximation

We suppose that we know the potential energy function * as a function of

atomic positions, r.. In the quasi-harmonic approximation we expand * to

second order in the displacements £ of the atoms about their equilibrium

positions corresponding to the given latt ice parameter or crystal volume V,

1.

viz.

* =
1 (1.1)

where K is the column matrix of al l the displacements and § is the force

constant matrix. We suppose that the displacements caused by thermal

motions are sufficiently small that we do not need to include higher terms

in (1.1): this is the quasi-harmonic approximation, based on the smallness

of the Z. ( I f the higher order terras are supposed to be absent because the

corresponding force constants are zero, then i t is necessary that J be

independent of volume. However, i f the accuracy of the approximation is

assured by the smallness of the C then this need not be true. This distinc-

t ion, between a quasi-harmonic system and a s t r ic t ly harmonic one should be

remembered. See Lecture 2).

When the normal modes, j , and frequencies, Wj, corresponding to (1.1)

have been determined then the well-known analysis by the methods of statist ical

thermodynamics gives the Helmholtz free energy as

F(T,V) = *0(V) + kTV SLn[z sinhkTV SLn[z (1.2)

The usual thermodynaic relations allow us to determine the Internal energy,

U, the entropy, S, the pressure, P, etc.

Now the point for defect calculations is that we can write down (1.2)

and derived functions for both a perfect solid and one containing a defect

(or for two different defect configurations) and by taking the differences

obtain thermodynamic quantities characteristic of the defect; e.g. free

energies of formation and activation.

(1.3)

with corresponding Internal energy and entropy

2.



(1.4)

{1.5)

It is normally most convenient to carry out these calculations at constant

volume (more precisely at constant lattice parameter) and it may therefore be

appropriate to append a suffix v to indicate this explicitly (but note v is

also often used for 'vacancy'). Experimental quantities on the other hand

are generally determined at constant pressure. We consider the distinction

between the two sets of quantities further below (§1.3).

The immediate point is that for the quantities of concern in the theory

of atomic transport we are generally at high temperatures where kT » hio •.
J

Me can thus use the high temperature approximation to (1.2). It follows

immediately that

s = - k

(1.6)

(1.7)

We thus see that the internal energy of the defect is obtained just from the

potential energy function, i .e. there is no explicit thermal term; hence the

description of these calculations as quasi-static. There is nevertheless an

implicit temperature dependance of u (and s) through the temperature depen-

dence of V (or lattice parameter).

Other calculations, e.g. molecular dynamics, are also most conveniently

done at constant volume. Thus before going any further into details of these

calculatiots we consider the relation of these calculated constant volume

quantities t-.c measured constant pressure quantities.

1.3 Relations between Constant-Volume and Constant Pressure Quantities^ '

First we note that I f we change the defect state or configuration of the

solid while keeping the volume constant we must change the external pressure,

i.e.
3F? SF, 3f

If we now let this increment of pressure off, the crystal volume changes by

3fv

where K-J. 1S the isothermal compressibility. In other words v Is the

characteristic free volume for the defect process 1 + 2.

Other relations are obtained similarly by considering the defect procesi

to take place in two stages, first at constant V, second by relieving the

pressure increment. The relations are not difficult to derive; they

involve only the usual thermodynamic definitions and the use of a Taylor

expansion 1n the pressure increment. But they are not well known and they

lie rather scattered in the literature. To the neglect of second order

terms, they are* '

hp = u v (i.ii)

(1.12)

in which g is the Gibbs free energy and h the enthalpy of the defect (suffices

p and v indicating constant pressure and constant volume quantities respec-

tively). The volume thermal expansion coefficient 1s represented by Bp.

If we use (1.9) and expand the r.h.s. of (1.11) about T • 0 we easily

see that there is no term in h 1inear in T. This may explain why observed

h values often agree well with uv values calculated at T = 0 (Gillan^ ').



However, the increasing accuracy of these defect calculations indicates

that uv and sv should be evaluated as a function of temperature (through

V = V(T)) and that the additional terms in (1.11) and (1.12) explicit ly

included. We can use GrUneisen's approximation to estimate their approximate

magnitude and thus see that they amount to a few times kT and k respectively.

>

1.1 Energies of formation of Frenkel defects in AgCl as
indicated. (In obtaining g , sv has been assumed
constant at a.7k). Resultspfrom ref. 18.

300 700

Fig. 1.2 Calculated entropy of formation of Frenkel defects in
AgCl at constant pressureOS).

AgCi{vmat20^C=25-7cm3)

300

Fig. 1.3 Calculated volume of formation of Frenkel defects in
AgCl (constant O^)



Illustrations of the temperature dependence of these quantities for the

formation of Frenkel defects in AgCP ' are shown in Figs. 1.1-1,3. We now

return to the way these calculations are done for the particular case of

ionic crystals (corresponding calculations for hexagonal metals were

considered by Savino in a Workshop seminar).

1.4 Interionic and Interatomic Potentials^ '

As the central core of a defect often represents a severe distortion of

the normal lattice co-ordination (see, for example, the core of an edge

dislocation, Fig. 1.4, or the config;. ution of a dumb-bell in te rs t i t ia l ,

Fig. 1.5) i t is clear that we need a potential energy function which goes

beyond the harmonic approximation. We therefore have to go beyond the

empirical phonon force-constant models which f i t neutron scattering and other

phonon data and beyond what electronic theory can easily provide. Our

approach therefore is to construct model functions $ which as far as possible

O O O 0 O O
ooo

FIG. 1. —Core configuration of the stable symmetry type
(designated type I) of an a/2 [110] edge dislocation in MgO.
Labelled positions are those for which the vacancy energy of

interaction with the dislocation have been calculated.

Fig. 1.4 From C. H. Woo, M. P. Puls and M. J . Norgett
J.Phys. (Paris) 37, C7-S57 (1976).

7.

Fig. 1.5 The dumb-bell in terst i t ia l as i t is believed to occur
in (a) f .c .c. metals and (b) b.c.c. metals.

are consistent with:

( i ) the known harmonic behaviour of the sol id, i .e. the dielectric

constants (EQ , £ „ ) , the elastic constants (C|j) and the

phonon spectra generally,

( i i ) the cohesive energy of the perfect solid,

( i i i ) the stable structure and lattice parameter(s) of the perfect solid

(iv) known anharmonic behaviour (e.g. the higher order elastic

constants, c ^ )

(v) our general understanding of this solid, or class of solid, and of

the corresponding interatomic interactions as embodied in

electronic theory (e.g. ideas such as ionic charge, nature of the

bonds, etc.).

In constructing these model potential functions our insight and judgement as

solid state physicists and chemists enters directly. When changes of

electronic state are involved in creating the defect or changing i ts state

(e.g. the F-centre or other colour centres) then to the above l i s t we should

add:

(vi) the forces which electronic theory shows the change in electronic

state will cause to act on the rest of the solid.
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The basic assumption which is made in the work on ionic crystals and

oxides is that these substances can be regarded as assemblies of ions and

that * can be obtained as a sum of their interactions. (The same models

can also be tested on the corresponding molten salts and free molecules).

Prominent among these interactions are:

(i) the Coulombic interaction, z.z./r..,

(ii) the 'overlap' interaction.

The second of these is commonly represented by the Born-Mayer form, i.e. by

b exp(- r,j./p)> but earlier radii sch-r.js appear now to be too restrictive in

this connection, despite their value in providing broad classifications of a

chemical type. Somewhat extended Born-Mayer forms are now often used (again

mostly empirical), but recently Kackrodt and Stewart^ ' have given a fu l l

discussion of the use of electron-density functional to obtain the overlap

term from the expression for the interaction energy

*AB = E<PA (1.13)

in which p. and pn are the electron densities in the separated (free) ions

A and B, (In the case of oxides the wave-functions which are used to obtain
7- 2-

p for the 0 ion are those calculated in a Madelung field, the free 0 ion

being unstable). These are thus rigid ion interaction energies because the

electron density of a pair of ions in interaction at distance r^g is taken

to be just the sum of the electron densities in the separated ions. We

should thus expect fyy, calculated in this way to correspond to the empirical

Born-Mayer type of overlap potential; both should provide a description of

the change in energy on compressing (or expanding) the lattice without

deforming i t .

The ions, however, are certainly deformable, for dipole and higher

moments can be induced by both electric fields and mechanical forces. One

of the most successful ways of representing this deformability and the
9.

coupling of ionic displacement and electronic polarization is by shell models

which assign Internal degrees of freedom to the ion. In the simplest of

these, due originally to Dick and Overhauser, there is just one degree of

freedom: the atom is divided into a (rigid) core of charge Xe and a (rigid)

shell of charge Ye coupled together harmonically with force constant k.

The overlap Born-Mayer interactions are assumed to act through the overlap of

the shells on the interacting ions - so that r.. is to be taken as the

separation of the centres of the shells, which can differ from the separations

of the cores (or the nuclei).

In determining these and other empirical parameters it is important -

since we are often dealing with defects which carry a net electrical charge -

to reproduce the dielectric constants correctly (especially the static

dielectric constant). The reason is that the electrical polarization energy

can be a large part of what we are trying to calculate. Elastic constants

may be less critical; in particular, not accounting for departures from the

well-known Cauchy relation for central forces in a cubic lattice in which

every site 1s a centre of inversion symmetry ( c ^ = c^^) may not introduce

large errors. Such departures may however be accounted for by more elaborate

shell models. For example, with the NaCl lattice we have;

C12 * C44 (slmP^e shell model),

C12 < C44 (breatn''n9 shell model),

C12 > C44 (defornlat|le shell model).

In the 'breathing shell' model the radius of the shell is allowed to vary

under the action of radial forces while in the 'deformable shell' model the

shell is allowed to acquire a quadrupole moment.

Model potential functions constructed on the above lines have been

extensively tested on alkali halides, alkaline earth halides, silver halides

and on many oxides over the past ten years or so and have been found to give

10.



very useful insight into defect structures in these materials^9'. A

collection of these potentials has been made by Stonehanr .

1.5 Determination of Defect Configurations, etc.

Once the potential function « has been settled on then the minimum

energy defect configuration can, in principle, be found for any given value

of the crystal lattice parameter or volume. Likewise by determining the

force constants for displacements about this minimum energy configuration

and by making a normal-mode analysis the entropy can also, in principle, be

evaluated. In this way uy and sy (eqns. 1.6 and 1.7} are obtained. By

repeating the calculations at various lattice parameters we can then also

obtain v (via eqn. (1.9) with fv = uy - Tsv).

This rather extensive programme of calculation has by no means been

ful ly worked out. Until relatively recently most attention was given to

defect energies, uy, since these dominate the qualitative effects (e.g. which

defects are in the majority, which migration paths are most l ikely, etc.) .

Furthermore as most defect energies appeared to be essentially independent of

temperature-variations from Arrhenius behaviour either being small or

recognizably due to the intervention of more than one mechanism - these

calculations were generally only done for one value of the latt ice parameter.

Lastly the difference between uv and the experimental h (eqn. 1.11) was

generally ignored. (As we have already mentioned the errors introduced

by these last two simplifications largely cancel out). Now, however, the

situation is changing as the accuracy of both the calculated and the experi-

mental ly deternined quantities increases.

On? of the nost significant and recent tools in this work is the program

package KACE5 developed principally by Norgett'1 ' as a generalization of the

early ftott-Li ttleton method. I t has also received later extension by others

(see James1 ') so that the current version HADES I I I is capable of modelling

defects in ionic lattices of low symmetry. The basic idea is to divide the

11.

lattice into two regions I and II, the inner region I containing the defect

and a suitable number of neighbours while II is the rest of the lattice, viz.

$ s $ T *H $ "i* $ * (1 14 "\

The equations of equilibrium in the outer region are assumed to be known and

given by the solution for a continuum dielectric (Mott-Littleton approxi-

mation). The energy minimization has then only to be explicit ly carried out

for the atomic positions in region I . This minimization is carried out 1n

the HADES program by means of rapidly convergent quasi-Newton-Raphson methods

as developed by Fletcher^ ' . Typically, convergence 1s obtained In of the

order of 10 iterations, largely independently of the size and number of

variables In the inner Region I . With current large computers this

explicit minimization can be carried out over several hundred variables In a

few minutes computing time. In many problems far fewer variables than this

are needed. In recent years the HADES program in particular has had a

considerable impact on the understanding of point defects 1n ionic crystals

and oxides. Of course, other calculations based on the Mott-Littleton

approach have also been made but in general the numerical methods chosen are

not so eff icient. For a discussion of the choices available see e.g.

ref. 17:

In these lectures we are principally concerned with point defects and

their aggregates. However, i t may also be noted that related methods to

those described above have been devised for dislocations^ ' and surface
f91structures1 .

1.6 Some Results

The objectives of these calculations have been various. Among them

we may include:

12.



(i) to verify the methods and models against known defect energies

and other properties,

(ii) to understand new and unusual defect properties and structures,

(iii) to predict defect energies and other properties which are unknown

or inaccessible experimentally so as to provide interpretations

or models of processes (e.g. diffusion processes, corrosion,

etc.).

In recent years very many calculations have been made within the above

framework and against the above objectives' '. It is therefore only

possible to summarize the broad conclusions and to give one or two illustra-

tions of the achievement. We list these as follows:

(!) Programs like HADES give an accurate representation of the

potential model chosen even for quite complex defects. Table 1.1 illustrates

the convergence of the calculated energy as region I is systematically

Frenkol Defects, Cah\
Shell Model (l) "

No, of shells
in liogion I

2
4
6
8

12
16

hj,(eV)

2.84
2.90
2,81
2 , 63
2,64
2,63

hp(expt)(eV)

)
)
)

) 2,2 - 2.8
)

)
(Catlov and ̂ orgett 1972)

Table 1.1
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enlarged (n.b. not the convergence of the minimization technique with respect

to the region I distortions, £). This is for the CaF2 lattice; for the

NaCl lattice it can be even better. Of course, for the calculated defect

energies to be insensitive to the region I-reg1on II division in this way

it is necessary for the detailed ionic model used for I to be compatible with

the continuum properties (e.g. eQ) assumed for II.

(2) The ionic model in its empirical and semi-empirical shell-model

fornr °' gives good results for alkali halides, alkaline earth fluorides

and seemingly for a variety of oxides' '. See Tables 1.2 and 1.3. Not

only are defect formation energies accurately given but useful insights Into

defect activation energies are also obtained. In later lectures (3-5) we

shall want models of the influence of foreign Ions upon the jump frequencies

of vacancies in their neighbourhood. Calculations such as those of Catlow

et al.v ' provide good insight into just those Influences.

Frenkel Formation Energies
Shell Models (l-3)

Substance

C a P 2
SrF2

BaF^

hp(eV)

2.6 - 2

2.2 - 2

1.6 - 1

•7
.4

.9

hpUxptHeV)
2.2 - 2,8

1.7 - 2.3

1.9

(Catlow and Norgett 1972)

Table 1.2

14,
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Alkali Halides
Schottky Defects

Substance

LiF
HaCl
KC1
KBr

Energy
Calc.

2.2-2.7
2.1-2.5
2.7-1.6
2.1-2.5

Expt.

2.3-2.7
2.3-2.8
2.3-2.6
2.3-2.5

Catlow, Corlsh, Diller,
Jacobs and Norgett, J.
Phys. C 12, 451 (1979)

Table 1.3

(3) By powerful programs such as HADES we can verify whether the

lattice relaxations around the defect have the 'obvious* lattice symmetry or

not. In this way It has been shown that the anions in fluorite lattices

often relax in a rather unsymmetrical way (towards the centres of the 'empty'

cubes of anions, Fig. 1.6). More particularly these calculations allow us

to understand the complex defect structures which have been found in doped

fluorite compounds (e.g. CaFg + YF^J.in UCL+X and in Fe, 0, Such

calculations have a clear heuristic value (i.e. they suggest other more

complex models for situations which cannot be directly analysed, e.g.

large clusters).

15.

CALCIUM FLUORIDE LATTICE

Fig. 1.6 The fluorite lattice.

Fig. 1.7 A so-called 2:2:2 cluster in CaF, formed from two substitu-
tional Y3+ ions, two charge compensating F~ interst i t ia ls
and two further F" ions substantially displaced off their
normal latt ice sites in <111> directions.
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•(4) As already indicated in 51.3 these calculations are mostly

calculations of uy at one particular lattice parameter (generally that

appropriate at low T) and such values can, to a good approximation, be

equated to hp at higher temperatures. In the future we can expect to see

more calculations which calculate the temperature variation of u and of h

{through 1.11) explicitly. In the meantime Fig. 1.1 shows an example of

results^ ' obtained this way for the formation of Ag+ Frenkel defects in

AgCl.

(5) Likewise we can look forward t; ;ore calculations of the entropies

of defects using methods such as those of Jacobs et al.'1'5^ (derived from

the original work of Mahanty and Sachdev^6') and of Harding^17).

(6) The calculation of defect volumes has been beset with some

difficulties which have only recently been overcome. We deal with this

aspect in the Lecture 2.

17.
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Lecture 2 The Calculation of Characteristic Volumes of Point Defects

2.1 Introduction

The calculation of the elastic strain field around point defects and of

the associated change in volume of the body containing these defects has for

long been a central problem for lattice theory. The equation for the dis-

placement |_ around a point defect in continuum elasticity is

where £ is the 'body force' {i.e. the external force on an element of volume

at position r_ = x ^ x ^ ) . For a 'point' defect at the origin this body

force is written

r 1 (2.2)

I t is possible to compare the equations of latt ice theory with these

continuum solutions by looking at the latt ice solutions far from the defect,

where £ is varying slowly with _r. Equivaiently we can compare the Fourier

transformed equations in the l imit of k̂  •+ 0 {long wave-lengths). Then i f the

defect exerts a force FfR^ +• j ^ ) on the atom m at i ts displaced position

Rm
 + C the Fourier-transformed force is

—HI -nil

F(k) = I e « %\ £ (R +
m

(2.3)

in the l a t t i ce p ic ture. The Fourier transform of (2.2) (continuum picture)

(2.4)

Then, taking J< as small in (2 .3) , noting that I F (R + £ ) = 0 (no net

force on the l a t t i ce by the defect) and comparing with (2 .4) , we see that

the tensor

19.

(2.5)

where the summation is over all atoms in the body (1,j are Cortesian

components). For a defect in a cubic lattice giving a distortion field

which is also cubic G-. has the form G 6. • or

= i I F C-) . tv, » ( £ .0 )

-̂m —HI

In principle therefore we can use the latt ice model to calculate G and

then solve the equations of continuum elasticity {2.1) for the distortion

fields and derived quantities of interest (see e.g. Eshelby^ ' ) . Various

calculations of 6 have been made in this way for defects 1n rare-gas sol1dst

ionic crystals and model metals^ '.

An associated Tine of reasoning in the latt ice theory leads to the

conclusion that the volume change per defect is also directly related to G.

In fact,

where KJ is the (Isothermal) crystal compressibility. A generalization of

this result to describe the macroscopic dimensional changes which occur

when a crystal contains aligned (non-cubic) defects has been given by

Stoneham'3'. Evidently in the case of cubically symmetric defects in a

cubic latt ice

vp ' *G , (2.8)

with G given by (2.6).

But 1t is here that dif f icult ies arise. Some might appear to be

incidental. For example, in 'pseudopotential' metals the energy function

depends on crystal volume in a way which is not completely described by the

interionic potential t(> which gives the dependence of energy upon ionic
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configuration at fixed volume^ '. In such cases we have to ignore (2.7)

and (2.8) and go back to eqn. (1.9). With ionic crystals there should be no

such difficulty, however. Yet calculations for Schottky defects give

relaxation volumes v of negative sign^ * ' where experiment shows them to

be positive, while related calculations of the macroscopic strains to be

expected from aligned V.-centres (self-trapped hole centres) also yield

results in the wrong sense' '.

This has been something of a puzzle for some years but appears now to

be resolved. It appears that there are corrections to (2.7) and (2.8) which

are certainly large in the case of charged defects in ionic crystals and which

may be significant in other cases too. Direct use of eqn. (1.9), however,

avoids these difficulties completely. These are the topics which will be

dealt with in this Lecture. In the next section (2.2) we give the argument

leading to eqns. (2.7) and (2.8) and then in 52.3 evaluate the correction to

it in the case of ionic vacancies. Some numerical results are given in

52.4. The general conclusion would appear to be that direct use of

eqn. (1.9) is the preferred way to evaluate defect volumes of all sorts.

2.2 Derivation of Conventional Expression for Defect Volume

Let us return to eqns. (1.1) and (1.14). To simplify the algebra and

the formal expressions we shall take the case of a vacancy in a non-polar

lattice which is described by a pairwise central potential 4>. Furthermore

we shall assume that region I is just the vacancy itself. These are the

assumptions of the original papers by Kanzaki* . The generalization to

ionic lattices is made in ref. 9.

We then have for the potential energy of the non-vibrating defect

lattice

(2.9)
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where * (v) is the energy of the perfect lattice at volume V, tj JJ is the

energy of interaction of the vacancy with the rest of the lattice and «JJ is

the distortion energy of the lattice. We have

•I.II

In matrix notation,

We shall also put

*n

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2-12)

where V is the equilibrium volume of the perfect lattice at pressure P.

Now the calculation of the atomic displacements due to the defect is the

solution of the set of equations

The determination of the volume change caused by the defect by (1.9) requires

the evaluation of 3$/3V (cf. 1.6); we ignore the entropy contribution.in

this discussion). By (2.10) - (2.13) we then see that

v E"" i eTW*i,n (ZJ4)

where we have followed previous authors who set 3ft/3V=0 on the grounds that

this is required by the harmonic approximation (2.11). (The argument is

essentially that i f 3fl/3V * 0 then there are also non-zero higher-order force

constants. We shall argue that this is a sufficient but overly st r ic t

condition for the validity of the harmonic approximation. But let us

accept i t for the moment). By (2.10) and the relation

U 3 . 1 . 3 f2"151
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we thus obtain

which to 1st order in ̂  is

r —*n"

the f i r s t term in the braces being zero by the stabil i ty of the original

perfect lat t ice. Hence from (2.14)

This result is equivalent, to the same order of £, to (2.6) and (2.8) combined.

For vacancies 1n an ionic crystal there is a relatively straightforward

generalization of eqn. (2.16). First I t is convenient to separate the short-

ranged non-Coulomb1c potential, <fiNC, (e.g. Born-Mayer potential) from the long-

ranged electrical interactions. Secondly we allow the ions to acquire

electrical dipole moments ^ as well as being displaced, £. Then we f ind' » '

that, corresponding to (2.16), the relaxation volume per vacancy is

T 4 oC
m.n

(2.17)

where q Is the charge on the ion which was removed to create the vacancy,

m as before denotes the cell of the latt ice and n(= 1 for cation, 2 for anion)

specifies the particular ion in the ce l l . (Actually there are small correc-

tions to (2.17), of zero-order in j j and u_ and involving $N- between next

nearest neighbours, but we omit these since they cancel when we add

v (cation) to v (anion) to get the relaxation volume vs for the formation

of a Schottky pair, which is the physical quantity of most immediate

interest).
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Now the difficulty is that calculated values of vs are negative while
corresponding experimental quantities are positive: see Table Z. I .

Substance

NaCl
NaBr
KCl
KBr
MgO

6VS/

Calc.

-0.69
-0.73
-0.52
-0.51
-1.6 to
-2.2

vm

0.

0.

Expt.

5 to 0
0.2

5 to 0
0.1

8

6

Table 2.1 Formation of Schottky Defects Relaxation Volumes

Furthermore, that the values should be negative 1s obvious from the form of

(2.17) when we insert the Mott-Littleton expressions for v and £ Into i t .

The fact is that the rather slowly convergent sums 1n (2.17) dominate and

are negative in the Mott-Littleton approximation. This conclusion is thus

essentially independent of details of the ionic model used. A similarly

pointed dif f iculty was found' ' in calculations of the macroscopic strain

associated with V^-centres (which also bear a net charge).

The dif f iculty thus appeared to be rather basic, for here were methods

and models which gave good descriptions of defect structures, energies and

entropies (although fewer entropy calculations have been made) but which

gave wrong results for (some) defect volumes.

The reason, as we have already hinted, we believe lies in the setting

of 3A/3V = 0 in the reduction from eqn. (1.9) to (2.14) et seq. He shall

therefore now discuss the correction to (2.16) and (2.17).

2.3 Correction to Conventional Expression for Defect Volume

We shall not aim to evaluate the omitted tern

II (2.18)
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d i rec t l y . Rather, as we have a good approximation to the solut ion in the

Mot t -L i t t le ton expressions for £ (and ji) we shall suppose that these are the

solutions of eqns. (2.13), £ say, which can then be used to eliminate * J J

and thus 4 from $(eqn. 2.9) to give

=* p (V) i ; 3*i,n

(2.19)

where the vector \_ can be taken to include the polar izat ion moments y_ in the

case of a charged defect. These e q u i l i h r i m displacements are functions of

V and in evaluating d<f/dV to obtain the defect volume we must include this

dependence. The formal steps are straightforward and y ie ld terms l ike (2.16)

or (2.17} plus corrections. The detai ls are given in ref . (9) and therefore

are not repeated here. The resul t is that the correction to the formation

volume of Schottky defects in the NaCl l a t t i ce is

2
0.2193

(2.20)

in which E Q is the static dielectric constant, q is the magnitude of the ion

charge (e.g. e for NaCl, 2e for MgO), rQ is the anion-cation separation and

v is the molecular volume (= 2 rQ). (The numerical coefficient comes from

the I R lattice sums and a 24TT denominator).

The magnitude of this correction is shown by Table 2.2 in which the

second column gives the sum of Avs and the previous values. It will be

observed that it is large and positive, greater in magnitude than the

'uncorrected' term and more than sufficient to change the sign of the

predicted relaxations from negative to positive. This is clearly very
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NaCl
NaBr
KCl
KBr
MgO

Cal

0.
0.
0.
0.

U.7

52
43
50
48
to 0.1

A

Ca

0
0
0
0

V.
lc(2)

.57

.47

.57

.54
-

0.

0.

Expt.

5 to 0.
0.2

5 to 0.
0.1
-

8

6

Calc' ' = lattice statics -r correction (text)
Calc*2' - directly calculated (Gillan}

Table 2.2 Formation of Schottky Defects Relaxation Volumes

encouraging and indicates that for other charged defects (e.g. V,, centres,

interst i t ia l ions) we can also expect to find sizeable corrections to the

predictions of (2.7} and (2.8).

2.4 Direct Evaluation of Defect Volumes from Eqn_._ (1.9)

The above calculation of Avs used the Mott-Littleton approximation to

i and u for al l ions right up to the vacancy ("zeroth-order Mott-Littleton

approximation"). Although this can give good insight into the structure of

the results and even quite accurate numerical estimates (see e.g.

Thannalinganp ' } i t is clearly desirable to pursue the calculations of vs

to the same high order of approximation as has been developed for defect

energies (Lecture 1); in particular region I should be extended so that i t

includes not only the vacancy but several shells of neighbouring ions as

well. As such calculations are numerical rather than analytical i t

obviously becomes sensible to employ eqn. (1.9) directly rather than to use

a partially analytic formulation. Gillan has used the HADES program to

evaluate u at a series of volumes and then calculated the derivatives^ ' .

I f we assume that the dominant contribution comes from uy rather than sv

then Gillan's results give the formation volumes for Schottky defects in
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Table 2.2. The agreement with those obtained by adding the Avs to the

previous v_ values is very satisfactory. The comparison with the experimen-

tal values must also be regarded as satisfactory in view of possible errors

in some of the experimental values.

Results have also been obtained for the volumes of formation of anion

Frenkel defects in the alkaline earth fluorides by using the same direct

approach and these show a similar measure of agreement with the experimental

values (Table 2.3).

Substance

CaF2

SrF2

BaF2

Calculated

T=0

0.39
0.19
0.12

T=2V3

0.2S
0.25
0.19

Expt.

0.3 to 0.4
0.2 to 0.3

0.1

Values calculated by Gillan.

Table 2.3 Anion Frenkel Defects Formation Volumes,

AgCl(vmat20°C=25 7cm3

Lastly Fig. {2.1} shows the volume of formation of cation Frenkel

defects in AgCl obtained in the same way, but at various temperatures' ',

Some of the temperature variation comes from the thermal expansion of the

crystal, some from the temperature variation of Ky. Unfortunately, this

latter variation 1s not well known above room temperature. The experimentaT

value of 12.9 cm /mole is a mean derived from experiments in the region

450-600K and is seen to lie within the range of the calculated values.

2,5 Conclusion

In summary then it now seems pretty clear that defect volumes can be

calculated with much the same reliability as defect energies when we use

eqn. (1.9) directly. So far it has generally been assumed that the

dependence of Sy upon V is much less important than that of uv, but additional

calculations of the entropy contributions are now being made{13) Preliminary

indications are that they may amount to about 1056 of the total volume of

formation of Frenkel defects in the alkaline earth fluorides. Experimental

results' ' on the volumes of activation for defect motion in the alkaline

earth fluorides have been interpreted' ' as showing that the entropy term

is as much as 25%. Clearly there is a need for further entropy calculations.

But in approaching these calculations we can be confident that the models

and methods which have proved reliable for the defect structures and energies

will also yield good results here too. At the same time, as all these

calculations are founded on the quasi-harmonic approximation, there is good

reason to examine carefully the predictions of the models for bulk lattice

properties too (e.g. thermal expansion, dependence of elastic and dielectric

constants upon temperature). Furthermore as one may not wish simply to

abandon the more analytical treatments of the Kanzaki lattice statics method

some additional analyses are required into the way the method falls for

defect volumes. We have argued that it does so because the analysis makes
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a too restrictive assumption about the implications of the harmonic

approximation and have evaluated a correction to it within the framework of

the quasi-harmonic approximation. Further examination of this correction

term for other cases is desirable to determine its magnitude and the

conditions when it can be significant.
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(1)Lecture 3 Theory of Relaxation Processes

3.1 Introduction

We are concerned here with the thermally activated re-orientation of

defects of low symmetry (e.g. pairs or bigger clusters) under the action of

electric fields or stress fields or with the return of the defect distribu-

tion to an orientationaily random distribution following the removal of a

previously impressed f ie ld {as for example in the method of 'ionic thermo-

currents'). With alternating fields these re-orientations wi l l follow the

phenomenology of Debye-type relaxatio...., Well studied examples of defects

of this type are (1) defect pairs formed from cation vacancies and divalent

cations in alkali halide crystals (Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 10 of ref. 2)

( i i ) trivalent cation-anion interstial pairs in CaF2 structures (Fig. 3.2)

31.

and (iii) interstitial impurities such as C, N and 0 in b.c.c. metals

(tetragonal distortion: Fig. 9 of ref. 1).

The systems we are concerned with contain distributions of low-symmetry

defects, spatially uniform but orientationally non-uniform. There is an

induced polarization, or alignment, of the defects which - as a result of

thermally activated jumps of the defects - responds to changes in applied

f ie ld , but which lags behind these changes. With sinusoidally varying

fields this lag gives rise to an absorption of energy from the f ie ld

measured by the tangent of the loss angle, tan S (e.g. dielectric loss,

mechanical damping).

We label the distinct orientations of the defect u = 1, 2,

At any one time let there be nu defects in orientation u. We allow any one

defect to make thermally activated transitions from u + v at a rate w
uv
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given by transition state theory as

wuv " vuv exp(-guv/kT) (3.1!

(N.B. This choice w u v for LH-V transitions means that, in our subsequent

matrix equations, the numbers of defects in the various orientations are

formed into £ow matrices. If column matrices are desired then it is

necessary to define the transition rate for u-*v as w y u ) . We now turn to the

equations for the rates of change of n .

3.Z Rate Equations

These are

dnu
"dT

v tu
V u v (3.2)

the first term on the r.h.s, representing jumps into u from all other

orientations and the second jumps out of u into all other orientations. Now

the applied fields represent only small perturbations on the thermal equili-

brium statistical distribution, which we write as n*

write

We can therefore

and by (3.1)

where

- B(6g,

C • -uv «P(- B 9^)

(3.3)

(3.4

(3.5)

9uv 1S t ( l e a c t i v a t i o n energy in the absence of f ields, 5g^v is the change

in energy at the saddle point due to the applied f ie ld , figu is the corres-

ponding change in energy of orientation u and B = 1/kT.

In using (3.3)-(3.5) to linearize (3.£) we also need the principle of

detailed balance, namely
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n 0 ) (3.6)

i.e. in conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium the forward (u-»v) and back

(v-*u) reactions are exactly in balance.

Then to first order in small quantities we obtain

•?'•!?• J. tf'•<uv

I
v+u

w< (3.7)

We note:

(1) The saddle point energy has cancelled out and the inhomogeneous

term contains only the perturbed ground-configuration energies.

(ii) The interpretation of u,v as labels for orientation (and internal

configuration) alone will mean that these equations are complete

only when there is no change of energy with translation, i.e.,

in the case of electric fields, when there 1s no net charge on

the defects. The equations are generalized later (Lecture 5).

We now introduce a matrix notation similar to that employed by Butcher.

Thus we introduce a matrix E whose elements are given by

*uu • I

R u » - - uv

Then eqn. (3.7) becomes

in which jv ^ and JJ are row matrices

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)
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and y 1s a diagonal matrix

3.3 Relaxation Times

(3.12)

(3.13)

Suppose the applied field is held constant up to t=0 and then suddenly

removed,

U-J^eHO . (3.14)

The decay of tv ' at later times is then described by the homogeneous equa-

tion

-ar- + n (

The t r ia l solution

exp(- t/i)

leads to the eigenvalue equation

the eigenvalues of which are the roots of the determinantal equation

R - = 0 .

(3 .15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

In other words the decay of rr ' is characterized by a number of relaxation

times, T^V', the inverses of which are the eigenvalues of the jump-frequency

matrix, R. We note the following:

(i) g is singular, because by definition (see eqns. 3.8 and 3.9)

I R = 0 , all u . (3.19)
v

Thus there is one eigenvalue, T* , which is zero: this has

the corresponding eigenvector rv ' because

(cf. 3.6)
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( i i ) All other eigenvalues are real and * 0 (positive unless the system

is overspecified by inclusion of zero jump-frequencies when i t w i l l

be impossible for the system to relax in certain modes). Although

this result seems physically obvious i t is proved formally in the

Appendix.

( i i i ) The eigenvectors rr ' have solutions which can be classified by

symmetry. Their symmetry determines the fields which they can

couple to. For example, for a set of orientations which together

have 0^ symmetry (e.g. the 12 orientations of the impurity-vacancy

pair in an f .c.c. latt ice) there wi l l be relaxation modes of T,u

symmetry which couple to electric fields and modes of A- , E and
T2q symtnetr-y which couple to uniaxial elastic stress. Which

representations occur depends upon the symmetry of the defect

i tse l f (e.g. trigonal, tetragonal, orthorhombic). See refs. 1

and 3 for a general treatment of these symmetry aspects.

3.4 Example of Impurity-Vacancy Pairs in F.C.C. Lattices ( incl. NaCl and
zincblende^.

The model is shown in Fig. 3.1. For an imposed <100> electric or

uniaxial stress f ie ld there are only 3 distinct orientations (u,v = 1,2,3).

Detailed examination of the available jumps shows that | is given by

w2) -2w

-2w,

"W2

(3.20)
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We assume in this example that the pair is tightly bound and cannot dissociate.

We easily find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

Eigenvalues

T"1=6W1

T"1=2(W1+W2)

Eigenvectors

— n i n
/5
— Cl -2 1]
A

— [ 1 0 -1 ]

Symmetry

Eg (x2)

T l u <x3>

Table 3,1

The (three-fold degenerate) T, mode couples to an electric f i e l d , the E.

mode (two-fold degenerate) couples to an elastic stress f i e l d .
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• 1 i i
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Experimental values of T for the T, mode for Mn -cation vacancy pairs

in NaCl are shown in Fig. 3.3. The calculations of Catlow et a l . ' ' show

that generally for such systems w£ « w1 - which agrees with experiment

insofar as the activation energy from T(T-JU) 1S generally close to that for

free cation vacancy motion whereas that for impurity diffusion (w2) is

generally higher' ' (see Lecture 4),

3.5 The A.C. Solution - Dielectric Relaxation

Suppose we apply an electr ic f i e ld

E = E(Q)exp(-1ut) , (3.21)

say, in the x-direction. Then

U. = - U E(0) exp{- loot) (3.22)

where the elements of the row matrix £ are the dipole moments in the

x-direction corresponding to the various orientations u » 1,2, etc. We

therefore look for solutions of the 1 nhomogeneous equation (3.10) (with ]J

given by 3.22) which are of the form

r/1* = n_^'(0) exp(- lu t ) . (3.33)

By substituting (3.22) and (3.21) in (3.10) we obtain

n^'(O) (B - M ) = + BE{0) u H | = H

whence / 1 \
H

{3,24)

(3.Z5)

with the Green's function S given by

fi - (1 - i^l)"1 (3-26)

This form can be useful for particular purposes. However here we shall

express the solution n^1 ' in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of

R - or, actually, because B In general 1s not symmetric, 1n terras of these

quantities for the symmetrical matrix
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I = NJ g N J (3.25)

(N.B. y is a diagonal matrix and we take a l l posit ive roots in defining I f ) .

We denote the (row) eigenvectors of § by i and the eigenvalues by o ' w ' -

Then the fol lowing relat ions are easi ly ver i f ied ( t i l d e denotes transpose).

(by 3.6) (3.26)!j g

i.e. S = S

a (v) (by definition)

al l real and > 0

a C v )

v t h

with

- iwc = -

• £ = n

d = M

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

where tJ-v) is the v t h eigenvector of the (unsynmetrical) matrix g and 1/T'U^

is the corresponding eigenvalue. For•(3.29)-(3.32) see the Appendix. We

then re-write (3.24) in the form

(3.33)

(3.34)

and express c as a linear combination of the ̂ v ) , using (3.33) and the

orthonormlity of the a<v> (3.29) to find the coefficients in this expansion.

The result is
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(3.35)

(M Si"1 b ( v ))b< v>

v , 1

Equivalently

(
(3.36)

We can now proceed to find the polarisation of the systens in response

to the applied field, E. We take the unpolarized total system to be cubic

{although, of course, the individual defects will be of less than cubic

symmetry). The response is then isotropic, and the dielectric constant, E ,

is a scalar. The polarisation P (in the direction of E) is

(3.37)

where uu is the component of the dipole moment in the E-direction of the

defects in configuration, u. Thus

P = exp(-

= Po exp(-

The corresponding phenonteno log leal relat ions are

D = E^E + 4ir PQ exp{- i u t )

= E (U ) E

(3.38)

(3.39)
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where-eM represents the effects of atomic polanzfc.,ion, which we may take

to be instantaneous and independent of frequency in the range of (relatively

low) u for which thermally-activated defect reorintation is significant. In

our matrix notation i t follows that

4TT n ( (3.38)

By (3.35) therefore we see that e(w) can be represented as a sum of terms each

of which has the form of a Debye relaxation' \ i.e.

(3.39)

where

6el ' = 4TTS (a/ v ' Hs ;u_) (3.40)

and the sum is over al l normal modes of relaxation v. This result may be

compared with the usual elementary result for Se due to a system of n dipoles

of moment u per unit volume, i .e. 4-imij /3kT.

Note that there 1s no current as w+0 i.e. no d.c. conductivity. This

1s a consequence of our assumption that there is no net charge on the

defects.

3.6 Previous Example of Impurity-Vacancy Pairs in F.C.C. Lattices

From Fig. 3.1 and with E along a (lOO)-axis we see that there are three

distinct orientations, u = 1,2,3.

U - [-1 0 llqa

(q =• normal ion charge, 2q = charge on impurity ion). This vector belongs

to T|u and thus couples only to the T^u relaxation modes and not to E or

A, (see Table 3.1)

41,

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

where n is the total number of pairs per unit volume.

Hence by (3.40)

u
= -3TT

Thus in this example there is only a single Debye relaxation. But

if we allowed the pairs also to have more extended configurations then more

than one mode will appear in dielectric relaxation. See Franklin et al.1

for a detailed treatment.
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Appendix

Using eqns (3.25)-(3.28) and abbreviating N^ to N1 we form

aJ " aJ

(by detailed balance, eqn. 3.6)

T^-a. N:i)
'.I { ( a i N i - a j V ' (NTRiJ

1 « J

J.
in which

and

j s Ni

h , . a f NT*

Hence the R.H.S. of (A. I ) is

R.H.S. =\ X. { ( h i - h j )

i ij

(A.I)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)
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But since (*„ = - w!°' < 0 and N.. > 0 we must have T.. s 0. Thus by (A.5)

But

and thus

R.H.S. of A.I > 0 .

L.H.S. of A.I > 0

L.H.S. = a j a ^
i

a a 0

(eigenvectors real). The equality applies when al l the h, are equal

a, = N | / | N i

i .e. thermal equilibrium.
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Lecture 4 Theory of Diffusion via Vacancies

4 .1 Introduction

I t Is well known that in many solids vacancies are the dominant thermally-

produced point defects and that diffusion of atoms through the crystal

latt ice occurs via the agency of such defects^ " ' . In this lecture we

look at the theory of this diffusion by extending the mathematical structure

we used in the previous lecture for the relaxation processes. In doing so

we shall find that we have a generalized form of the kinetic approach to

diffusion (as distinct from the random-walk approach) which has been taken

for both vacancy and interst i t ia l diffusion (see, for example, refs 3 and 4

for diffusion via vacancies in face-centred cubic and diamond latt ices,

ref. 5 for 'dissociative alloys, figs.6 and 7 for diffusion via in terst i t ia ls) .

4.2 Basic Kinetic Equations

We consider a host lattice of A atoms containing vacancies and substitu*

tional B atoms (Fig. 4.1) and then look at the diffusion of the B atoms.

x-2o x * a x* 2a

Fig. 4.1 Schematic diagram showing the pairs of B-atoms and vacancies
which are considered. A-atoms are not shown expl ici t ly,
vacancies are indicated by squares and B-atoms by circles.
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Previously we specified the numbers of defects in the various distinct

orientations, n , allowing these to be functions of time. For diffusion

via vacancies .we must specify the numbers of the various distinct B atom-

vacancy pairs, allowing these now to be functions of space and time n (x, t ) .

In fact, we shall assume one-dimensional diffusion either in a cubic crystal

(diffusion coefficient a scalar) or along one of the principal axes. Two

particular configurations, f and b, are to be distinguished from the others;

these are those where a vacancy is at a nearest neighbour position on the

plane at x±a, respectively, when the B .acmi is on plane x (assuming al l such

nearest neighbour positions to be energetically and crystallographically

equivalent). We let the probability per unit time that a B-atom jumps into

a neighbouring vacancy to be w... We define the number of B-vacancy pairs

of type u, per unit volume having the B atom on plane x to be nu(x, t) .

Then in place of eqn. (3.2) we have

(4.1)

1vlu \ wvu , U+b,f (4.2)

- Jb "b ^ (4.3)

where it is understood that n means n (x,t) and that, in the absence of

force fields, w is just *r°' - we simply omit the superscript for

convenience. The spatial derivatives occur only in the equations for

3nf/3t and an./St and originate in the b+f and f-+o jumps respectively,

because the gain in n^(x) comes from w^ nb(x+a) and the gain in nfa(x) from

WJ n^(x-a). These terms are expanded in Taylor series about x and the
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terms wi nb(x) and wi nf{x) retained in the first summations over v in (4.1)

and (4.3)

* Jo

Fig. 4,2

The equation for the f lux, Jb> of 8 atoms crossing plane x i*; likewise

seen to be (Fig. 4.Z)

aw.

By summation of (4.1)-(4.3) and use of the principle of detailed balance

(eqn. (3.6)) we see that

3Jh
By (4.4) the R.H.S. is just -—• so that (4.5) is just the equation of continuity

in this case, I n being the total concentration of B atoms.
u
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4.3 Solution for D

We seek a relation of the form

(Fick's f i r s t law) so that we can deduce an expression for D. The simplest

way to do this is to consider uniform steady state diffusion, i .e. time-

independent diffusion under a uniform concentration gradient, then the 3/3t

and 3Z/3x2 terms in (4.1)-(4.3) and in (4.5) are al l zero. In particular,

eqn. (4.5) then gives

' = -^2. (4.7)

a" relation which appears in previous particular treatments (see e.g. refs.

3-5).

If now we write as before

( O ) , _ ( 1 ) /A Q\

u u u v '

where n ' 0 ' is the equilibrium value we obtain the same kinetic equations for

rr ' as already written down for ny . For the case of uniform steady state

diffusion these can then be re-written in matrix notation as

( 4 > 9 )

where B as before is given by eqns. (3.8) and (3.9) while

uv u uv

Vu = aWi u=f

u*f,b
(4.10)

= - aw. u=b

We seek a solution to the linear first-order equation (4.9) of the form

nM = f + £x (4.11)
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which by substution into (4.9) gives

If this is to be true for all x we must have

£ 8 = 0 ,

i . e . g is the eigenvector of B with zero eigenvalue I .e . (c f . §3.3)

where K is a scalar. By definition (4.11) therefore

3n,

1 an

and thus by surination over u

in which n is the total concentration of B atoms at position x

and

" = u n" '

Hence, by (4.14) and (4.16)

We now insert this result for £ into (4.12) getting

or

G(ID) being given by

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17a)

(4.17b)

(4.18)

fi • CB -
-1 (4.20)
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(eqn. 3.26), As with dielectric relaxation or any other 'gradient* type of

disturbing f ie ld (irrotational f ield) the pre-factor n_°V selects the anti-

symmetric or T1(J-type of modes and there is no problem with the singular

nature of R. By (3.32) and (3.36), eqn. (4.19) then becomes

n ' v

where the summation is over al l modes v which are antisymmetric w.r. t . reflec-

tion in the plane x=O. By substituting for V and U this can be reduced to
AW

= - ni1'}

which with (4.11) and (4.18) thus gives us the complete solution

To obtain Jb we substitute this solution for n^1' and r\P ^ (

into eqn. (4.4). Remembering that n£o) = n ^ we easily obtain

(4.23)

The sunmation contains non-zero terms only from ttie anti-symmetric modes

(otherwise a^ = a£v') and for these a£v' = - a^v ' so that (4.23) can be

reduced to

n ( 0 ' A.S. , 2

rr ' v

or by (4.6) and (4.17)-

A.S.
- 4w.

(4.24)

(4.25)
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4.4 Observations on Eqn. (4.25)

(1) From this general solution of the kinetic equations we see that a

knowledge of the (electrically active) relaxation modes of the B-vacancy

pairs enables us also to calculate the diffusion coefficient of the B atoms.

(2) I f we compare (4.25) with the expressions obtained from random-

walk analyses (see ref. 1, 54 or ref. Z chap. 6), namely

where f is

because

the correlation

f = {1

D

factor

-*,

we determine

A.S.

I

= 2w1

T af

*

that

(4.26)

is the average frequency of El-atom jumps which result in x-d1splaceraents

(+ a ) . For sufficient symmetry (e.g. cubic)

f = 1 + cose

1 - cose

where cos8 1s the mean cosine of the angle between two successive jumps of

the B atom. Whence

- 2w.

cose (4.27)
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(3) Somewhat similar expressions for cose have been obtained by link-

ing random walk theory directly to relaxation mode analysis^ . This work

contains an interesting discussion of the boundary condition to be imposed

on B-vacancy pairs in these calculations. So far in this lecture we have

not specified how the set of configurations is to be closed. However the

form of our equations (4.1)-{4.3) implies that the set is finite - in fact

reasonably small - and that we simply ignore jumps of the vacancy which

would lead to a configuration outside the set. This is a condition

suggested by the idea of physical attractions between the B-atom and the

vacancy (as e.g. between a divalent cation and a cation vacancy in an

alkali or silver halide). It corresponds to Franklins' 'reflecting'

boundary. The other extreme is one where we simply assume that any vacancy

which jumps out of the discrete set of pair configurations returns to the

set purely randomly i.e. in a way which contains no 'memory' of the path by

which if left. This corresponds to Franklin's 'transparent' boundary. We

consider this extension below.

4.5 A Simple Example

Let us take the simple example of bound impurity-vacancy pairs in a

face-centred cubic lattice already considered In 553.4 and 3.6. Then R is

symmetric. The only antisymmetric (T1u) mode is that for which

T~ 1 = 2(w1 + w2)

af = " ab = -jf

(see Tabln 3 . 1 ) . Also by d e f i n i t i o n

wi z W2
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Hence the correlat ion factor for B-atom di f fusion by (4.2,6) is

(4.28)

which is correct (refs. 1,3).

4.6 Alternative Form of Solution

The above solution (4.25) is obviously convenient if we have already

solved for the relaxation modes. Sometimes a more direct approach may be

convenient. This we shall now give. It is the generalization of the

algebraic methods used 1n the original papers' '.

The equation to be solved (in the notation of §4.3) Is

- f.B + = 0 ,

i.e.

with

and

I fr Rrs = 0 s*f,b

- I fr Rrf + awi Kn£
0) = 0

v - 1 3"

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32>

We first reduce the dimension of this set of equations by making use of

the linearity and symmetry of the solution for vectorial perturbations

(= V of a scalar e.g. electric potential, concentration, temperature):

see Appendix. We then have f^ = -f^ and a similar relation for all pairs

of configurations, u and u, which are equivalent in the absence of the

perturbation and which are mirror images of one another 1n the plane perpen-

dicular to x. {As before we assume that rotational symmetry around the

x-axis has already been incorporated in the definition of the distinct
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configurations, u). This relation then enables us to reduce the dimension

of g. First , i f u and u are equivalent then f = -f- = -f and f =0 ;

hence al l such configurations can be lef t out of consideration. Second

i f we substitute fu = -f- into the matrix form (4.29) we see that the only

independent equations are those involving the reduced matrix R such that

Ruv 3 Ruv (4.33)

Since

(o) T . n(o) RT
nu uv v vuuv v vu

we see that R wi l l be symmetrized by pre-multiplying by $ and post-

multiplying by N~* where N is as before (cf. S3.5) but of appropriately

reduced dimension. I t may be noted that, while B had al l diagonal elements

positive and al l non-diagonal elements negative, this is no longer true of

ET, by virtue of (4.33).

Equations (4.29)-(4.32) can thus be replaced by

I fr Rjs 0 r+f (4.34)

From the f i r s t of these

whence

" ff

V

(4.35)

in which R is the matrix g with the f-row and f-column removed i.e.

6 is the complementary minor of R... From the second equation (eqn. 4.35)

we obtain similarly

" f f R f f * lf
 f r R r f
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and on substituting for fr from (4.36) this becomes

I t remains only to substitute this result Into the equation for

and (4.37)

(4.37)

By (4.4)

with

lf)

Whence

where the correlation factor, f, is given by

( R f f Jr
 RfP

R
Rrf

(R
f f

p.r
R
Rr f

(4.38)

(4.31)

(4.40)

(4.41)

Use of this expression is far more convenient than the individual ad hoc

algebraic analyses of the various, separate problems^ K As a result of

the exposure of the formal structure in (4.40) and (4.41), errors are less

l ikely. We i l lustrate the use of (4.40) and (4.41) for the case of the

E-centre (impurity-vacancy pair) in the diamond lat t ice. This problem has
(41been previously dealt with by Yoshida1 ' .
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4.7 E-Centre Diffusion^ ;

The f i r s t step is to represent Yoshida's eqns. (46)-(55) in the matrix

form used here and then to reduce the matrix | as indicated in §4.6 above to

B by imposing the requisi te antisymmetry of the solution for f_ and r r ' .

With Yoshida's notation the row matrix n must be of the form

n * [nf -nf

We then find that the reduced matrix R for the reduced row matrix

tnf

is R -2V 12

-2v32

V23

2v32

2v.23

2v,

f
(nf)

The matrix R is contained within the dashed lines. For simplicity we now

drop the superscript T.
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It is then easily verified that;

Rff

r,p
<*f)

Rfp

R

R:l = - 4 — (2v?2)(2v?122 ||R|j 32 21

while the determinant of R is

Then

r

(*f)

RKfp

and the correlation factor (4.41) becomes (with w1 s v)

f =
4v1 2v2 3

which is equivalent to Yoshida's

with

B '12
v + Bv12

(4.42)

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)

(4.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4.49)

(4.51)

(4.51)
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B =
4v,'23

(4.52)

(Yoshida's eqn. A.27}.
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Appendix 4.1

Fig. A4.1

Denote by v the configuration of the impurity-vacancy pair which is

obtained by reflecting configuration v in the plane x through the impurity

atom (Fig. A4.1). We consider that the system is subject to a vectorial

perturbation (e.g. electric f ie ld , E; concentration gradient, 7c; thermal

gradient VT).

Consider that in place of the x-co-ordinate system we change to a new

system x' = -x. Then as the physical properties of the system must be

independent of this choice we must have

n ' 1 ' (x ; E.vc.vT) = n^] (-x ; -E,-Vc,-VT) , (A4.1;

for in the reversed system v takes the place of those labelled v with x,

+E etc.

But now we use the fact that we are working in the linear response

approximation so that the dependence of n^ ' on E, Vc, VT is linear and

homogeneous. We therefore have
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..J _*-> ...̂  ..

nCi> (-x ; -E.-VC, -VT) = -n(1'(-x ; E.Vc.VT)
v v

If we combine (A4.1) and (A4.2) we therefore obtain

(A4.2)

n'1} (x ; E.VC.VT) = - n ' ^ - x ; E.Vc.VT)
v v

or, for short,

(A4.3)

it being understood that the perturbations are the same on both sides of

(A4.3J.

Example 1 Electric Field only.

For a uniform electric field there Is no dependence of n* ' on x and

(A4.3) becomes

n{i> = -n[l> (A4.4)
v v

This is the antisymmetric or T, solution obtained in Lecture 3. In this

case then

I.e. the total number of pairs is unaffected by the presence of the electric

field.

Example 2 Diffusion (including thermal diffusion or vT * 0). In this case

(A4.3) holds as i t stands. But the solution (4.11) with (4.14) then gives

n{1J<x) - fv +9vx , (A4.5)

(A4.6)= fg - V

But because

(A4.7)
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and thus that

It follows from (A4.3) (A4.S) and (A4.6)

that

fv = "fv

This is the result used In S§4.3-4.6. We notice that

n{
y
}) - <J 0 ,

(A4.8)

i .e. that the total number of pairs is_ affected by the perturbation 1rt this

case - as is physically obvious i t must be.
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Lecture 6 - Combined Diffusion and Drift

5.1 Introduction

In Lecture 3 we considered the response of a (spatially uniform)

system of defects to applied force fields. The row matrix of the concen-

trations of defects in their various configurations {n}0' in thermal

equilibrium) becomes rS0' + n'1' in the presence of the perturbing field;

we solved for rr in the linear response approximation by means of equa-

tion (3.10)

dnk
(5.1]

The solution gave dielectric behaviour as a sum of Debye terms, and under

certain conditions (uniaxial stress) the elastic behaviour is similar,

although different modes of relaxation are stimulated.

In Lecture 4 we assumed the existence of a concentration gradient and

considered, in particular, the motion of solute (or 'Impurity') atoms

induced by vacancies. In this case the basic equations were

flnO) ... a n O >
(5.2)

in which rr ' 1s now i i " ' { x , t ) , a concentration gradient 1n the x-direction

having been assumed. We solved this set of equations for steady state

diffusion conditions (3/3t = 0) and recovered Fick's f i r s t law for the

solute flux

= -D Vn (5.3)

thus enabling us to obtain an expression for D in terms of the microscopic

characteristics of solute-vacancy pairs.
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However, i t is often necessary to consider external fields and concen-

tration gradients together (as e.g. in diffusion in ionic crystals where

Nernst diffusion potentials may arise) and there are relations between the

coefficients of response to the two types of perturbation. These relations

are the subject of this lecture. In the next section (5.2) we introduce

the necessary phenomenology (irreversible thermodynamics) and then in §5.3

introduce general expressions for the fluxes of atoms A and B in a solid

solution. The kinetic equations for a system containing vacancies are

presented and solved in §5.4. We ther. ~jo on to consider the underlying

limitations to this model and the way they are removed (by allowing for

'dissociation' of impurity-vacancy pairs).

5.2 Phenomenoiogical Equations

The thermodynamics of irreversible processes^ ' points to certain

generalizations of the usual phenomenological equations such as Fick's law

(5.2). These generalizations are necessary when considering atom transport

in solids' ' ' ' . An introduction to these has already been given in the

previous Trieste lectures^ ' which provide background to the present course

so that we shall only repeat a few of the salient features here. There are

three points to be recognized,

(1) The thermodynamics of linear irreversible processes assumes that

the perturbations {external f ields, gradients of concentration and tempera-

ture, etc.) are sufficiently small that we can s t i l l define local values of

the usual thermodynamic variables and functions (e.g. T,P,njS,H,G, etc.) .

Arguing from energy conservation and the usual thermodynamic relationships i t

then shows that the rate of entropy production S can be expressed in the form

T S = £ J k X k + J q X q < 5 - 4 >

where the Jj. are the fluxes of the material species k while JQ is the flux of
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heat. In solids these fluxes will be those relative to the local crystal

lattice. The corresponding 'forces' Xk and Xq are

" T

T

(5.5)

(5.6)

in which F. represents any external force acting on the atoms of k while

u. is the chemical potential of species k. In an isothermal system

h • Fk -
(5.7)

while

v° •
(2) These O's and X's are then used as the basis for expressing

the general linear phenomenological relations. In an isothermal system

these are

• J ^ j * .
(5.8)

in which the coefficients L.. are functions of the thermodynamic variables

(T,P,n) but are, of course, independent of the forces and gradients of

these variables -

(3) The essential content of this formulation lies in the Onsager

relations, namely

L.. = Lj1 . (5.9)

The demonstration of (5.9) in general involves a number of subleties and

difficulties, but for present purposes the demonstration by Allnatt (ref. 6

and final lecture in this series) that it is true for transport in

solids via vacancies may suffice. (One believes that 1t is also true

for transport via interstitials but this case has not yet been discussed
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in the same generality; but for a particular example see Lidiard and

McKee (7)).

The following particular points relating to the application of (5.4)-

(5.9) are also pertinent to the present discussion.

(4) For a two-component system (atoms A and B) we have three

phenomenological coefficients L ^ , LgB and L^B (= Lfi^). For transport

via defects the off-diagonal coefficients, in general, are not zero. For

example, vacancies bound to B atoms may also move A atoms while transporting

B. The sort of dumbbell interstitials which occur in irradiated f.c.c.

metals have a similar effect (Barbi/8').

(5) If defects are not locally in equilibrium they must be included

as one of the species. However for vacancies

Ji

always. Hence by (5 .8) , for two types of atom A,B,

(5.10)

and thus by (5.9)

L a i + Lbi + L v i

L i a + L i b + L i v

whence (5.8) become in th is case

Ja = Lab<VV (5.11)

(5.12)

Kinetic theories do not need to set X = 0 so that they can expect to derive

forms like (5.11) and (5.12). Statistical thermodynamics allows us to

define utJ and hence to Obtain Xv. Likewise for interstitials, but in this

case (5.10) and its consequences (5.11) and (5.12) do not hold.
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(6) I f we consider diffusion in a dilute system of B in A, we can

appeal to the Gibbs-Duhem relation

"a 6ya + "b

(for constant P,T). Hence for n^ « na, |Su,|«|GUhl and we easily find

that the diffusion coefficient of B is
L,

(5.13)

(2)

(5.14)

In this case then only the diagonal coefficient enters so a calculation of

Db will only give information about this L^.

(7) Now consider that there is no concentration gradient but an

external electric field E and that the atoms (Ions) A and B bear charges

qa and qb respectively. Then

X,

and so for B Ions, in particular,

Jb = <Lbaqa + Lbb%J E

The electrical mobility of the B ions 1s thus

(5.15)

By (5.14) and (5.15) we thus obtain a generalized form of the Nernst-Einstein

equation, namely

'Lba*»a (5.16)

(8) Thus, In general, what we want from a kinetic theory 1s the set of

L... One useful trick is to attach charges, q, to the atoms, put the

system 1i» an electric field and then determine L,, by pulling out the

coefficient of q. in J^. This procedure Is mathematically simpler than

putting on a concentration gradient and finding the coefficient of - Vu..
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As the result is independent of the q.'s it can always be used, even if we

really have in mind a metal or other non-ionic solid, by attaching fictitious

charges to the atoms. Of course, to use the L.-'s so obtained to describe

diffusion phenomena we must also determine the corresponding - Vp,; but

there is a practical gain in having first determined the L.. . by the most

direct means.

(9) It may not be obvious that this apparatus is worth the additional

complexity. Its usefulness however becomes apparent when we consider

combined drift and diffusion (see e.g. the illustrations provided by

Anthony and Fredericks in chaps. 7 and 8 respectively of ref. 9).

We now turn to the development of the kinetic theory so as to make con-

tact with the general flux equations (5.8), (5.11) and (5.12).

5.3 Flux Equations

First we need general expressions for the J. which can be used in

association with solutions of the kinetic equations. Now the number of

defect transitions from configuration u to configuration v per unit time per

unit volume (at position x) is n^ wuv. These transitions may be supposed

to move atoms of type i from a position with x-coordinate x'1' to position

x^'. Then we can show that the flux Ĵ  of atoms i in the x-direction is

Ji = ulv "»"»
(5.17)

We derive this formally in the Appendix by using an argument due to

Butcher' ' . But i ts plausibility can be seen by using the usual result of

kinetic theory, J = nv, where v is the mean velocity of the particles

considered, v/hich, in this case, is equal to the mean of (displacement)/

(time between jumps) = (displacement) x w. Now in the presence of a

perturbation,
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and

Thus (5.17) reduces to

v,u

• ( u s e 3 - 4 )

wuv
7 n(°>w(1>fx(1>-x<1)) (5 18)' „ u uv v u 'v,u

the terms in n^°'w'0' giving zero contribution by detailed balance, as they

must do.

These equations (5.17) and (5.18) have been used by Allnatt in his

general demonstration that L^ = L.̂  for vacancy systems^ ' . Some care may

be required when making particular and detailed applications; for example,

when considering defects which bear a net electric charge in the presence

of an E-field.

For example, take the case of impurity-vacancy pairs as already takert

up in Lecture 4, Take diffusion f i r s t (E=0). Then w ^ ' = 0 but now nu

depends on x.

X x.o I* 2a

From the*figure and by (5.17)

J B(x^) = a{ W i nf(x) - w1 nb(x+a)} - a (5.19)
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Since we are only working to f i r s t order (steady state diffusion)

8JB/3x = 0 and this therefore 1s the same as (4.4) by virtue of (4.7).

Now take the same system but in the presence of an E f ield and without

a concentration gradient. In this case

JB = n f wfb a - nb W|jf a

But

wbf = W1 ( ]

fb ~ w i '

by (3.4). Thus

JB = awf ( n ^ - n ^ 1 ' ) + a n ^ 0 ^ (-^-J (5.20)

Then in the presence of both an E-field and a concentration gradient

(5.21)

The corresponding expression for 0^ or Jy (= - J^-Jg) is necessarily more

complicated because all jumps of the vacancy need to be considered (except

w. for J A ) . We obtain

w, a2 (qb-2qa)E (5.22)

where xu is the position of the vacancy in pair configuration u and the

summation is over al l possible transitions. The last terra conies from the

fact that the saddle point energy of the pair depends on position through

the coupling of the net charge to the E-field. To obtain JA we set ŵ  = 0

in (5.22) and change the sign of the resulting expression.
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5.4 Solution for Impurity-Vacancy Pairs

He suppose that the net charge on the impurity-vacancy pairs q.-2q 1s

non-zero. Then the basic equation for rr ' in the presence of an E-field

and a uniform concentration gradient is as follows:

R - I - & E(qb-2qa) n<°> ]£ = 0 , (5.23)

in place of (3.10) or (4.9). The quantities U, ! j , | and I are as defined

previously while the last term corrects for the translation of the net

charge in the E-field during the b+f and f-*b transitions omitted in

Lecture 3. The solution of (5.23) follows the same lines as before, namely

(5.25)

with £ being formally given by

f = ( A i | ^ - 8 £(qb-2qa)) Lim (n}°* V |

(cf. 4.19 and 4.20).

On Inserting this solution into (5.21) we obtain

with

f = ( 1 - 4w.

the correlation factor, eqn. (4.26). Thus when E = 0 we recover (4.24) and

(4.25). By picking out the coefficient of qbE and qflE we now obtain L .

and Lba respectively. Thus

Lbfa = 0 a2 w., n<°) f (5.26)

Lba - " ZLbb • ( 5 - ">
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Observe also that {5.26) is consistent with (5.14) and (4.25).

In the same way we can use (5.22) and (5,24) to obtain J , We find

(5.28)

i.e.

L a b = -2B n<°>«. n<°> f

Lba

by (5.26) and (5.27), while

Laa = 4Lbb

(5.29)

(5.30)

These results are rather surprising. However they are not general.

Firstly they do not apply when ui*0. Secondly even for u=0 they point to a

basic limitation in the model, namely that i t does not allow for the

dissociation (and re-formation) of the impurity-vacancy pairs. However

many configurations are included, the impurity and the vacancy remain always

associated together. In such cases the L. • (for u=0) are always related

by (5.26) - (5.30).

5.5 Inclusion of Dissociation and Re-Formation of Pairs

The theory of diffusion, however, has for long recognized that these

pairs should be allowed to dissociate and to re-form randomly. In addition

to the pairs the system is supposed to contain ' f ree ' , or ' isolated',

vacancies and free, or isolated, impurity atoms. The rate of formation of

pairs is represented by a bi-molecular term in the concentrations of these

two free species. This change produces a considerable increase in

accuracy, as may be seen by looking at the results when there is no physical

binding between the impurity and the vacancy (as when the 'impurity1 is a

tracer or isotope of the host element, viz. self-diffusion). However, the
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changes to the preceeding formalism are not very great. But the relations

(5.26)-(5.30) no longer hold.

Me shall briefly indicate some features of the change. First, from

each configuration s we allow dissociation to occur at a rate ks (of course

for many, the closer configurations k$ will be 0). Symmetry means that the

concentration of free impurities, m say, is such that the corresponding

f = 0 (cf. Appendix 4.1), although 3m/3x = gm*0. The kinetic equations for

steady state diffusion (in the absence of a field) are then like (4.9)

except that B 1s replaced by

with

E = B + K

Krs = Vrs

(5.31)

(5-32)

(Observe that E is not singular, unlike B). We then find that the form and

structure of the analysis goes through as before 1n terms of E in place of |.

(But note that n and n^0' are total numbers of pairs per unit volume as

before and not total numbers of impurity atoms per unit volume - which would

include the free impurity atoms as well). In particular, eqn. (4.38)

remains the same if in place of (4.39) we set

P.r
(*f)

p
Pfp

v"1 pT "1
V Prf (5.33)

with ET the symmetry-reduced E and p the matrix E with the f-row and

f-column removed.

Example Nearest-neighbour impurity vacancy pairs in an f .c.c. latt ice.

This is the example considered in §4.5 except that now we allow the pair to

dissociate 1f the vacancy jumps out of the f i r s t shell of neighbours (cf.

eqns. (3.5)-(3.7) of ref. 11). Then £T reduces to a single element
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Ek) (5.34)

where £k is the sum of the (seven) dissociation jump frequencies (4 to <Z11>,

2 to <200> and 1 to <Z20> for a vacancy in a forward position forward of

the impurity, i.e. <T10>). Thus by (4.38) and (5.33) we see that

- A,= " a 2

,00 Ek)

Ek)

so that

2
Db = a

d n

W (Zw

in which N is the total concentration of impurity B atoms, paired plus free

(N = rwin}. The quantity dn/dN can depend upon N quite strongly, in ionic

crystals for example.

The last factor is the correlation factor In this case (cf. 4.28).

When a l l jump frequencies are equal this factor » 9/11 (= 0.82) : the exact

value is slightly less (0.78), but to obtain this value pairing has to be

included out to further shells.

We can similarly include dissociation of the E-centre example discussed

in §4.7. In this case the value of the correlation factor when the impurity

B atom is an isotope of the host A (all vacancy jump frequencies equal)

turns out to be 49/94, compared to the 4/9 predicted by eqn. (4.50) {which

omits dissociation): the limiting value when pairs at a l l separations are

included is 1/2. Thus we see that in this case too the inclusion of

dissociation leads to a rapid increase in accuracy.

The description given here is equivalent to Franklins 'transparent

boundary' in his random-walk evaluation of the self-diffusion correlation

factor '1 2) .

There are corresponding modifications to the l^. coefficients as a

result of the inclusion of the association-dissociation reactions.

Details are given in ref. 5 (also Allnatt, final lecture 1n this course).
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Appendix 5.1

Atom Fluxes

I X4 213

Fig. A5.1

As before we define the state of a complex defect by i t s configuration

v and i t s location x. (E.g. in the case of Impurity-vacancy pairs we

specif ied the location of the impurity atom, B, by x and the configuration of

the vacancy re la t ive to B by v = 1,2,3, e t c . ) . Next consider a cy l indr ica l

volume, Si, of unit area normal to the x-ax1s and of (short) length S. 1n the

x-d i rect ion. This w i l l contain I nv complex defects 1n configuration v

(with an atom of type 1 in location x ^ ' ) . Hence the number of defects in

this volume making transi t ions from configuration v to configuration u 1n

unit time is £"vwvu- these transi t ions invw 1-atons make a jump front

location x^ 1 ' to x^ 1 ' per uni t time. To evaluate the f l ux of i-atoms across

plane x we want to count up a l l those going from a posit ion x^ ' < x to a

posit ion x ' 1 ' > x and to subtract a l l those going from x ' 1 ' > x to x ^ < x.

We can wri te th is for a plane x contained wi th in the cy l indr ica l volume, a,

defined above as

J1 = I Vvu[n
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where

> 0

< 0
(A5.2)

The expression in square brackets ensures that we get a contribution +1 i f

xu>x>*v* " ' l f xu<x<xv a n d ° o t i 1 e r w l i se, as required.

To obtain a more convenient expression we now average (A5.1) over all

planes x contained within a, i.e. we take the integral

x+J>/2

(A5.3)

We see easily that

x-Jl/2

x+1/2

"v wvu f n(x-x<IJ) dx

J

(A.54)

- as long as both x* ' and ' are contained within the region of integra-

tion, but as this is arbitrary this can always be arranged. Note that it is

the translations x^ '-xy' of the i-atom which enter into this expression for

J. (we drop the bar).

Example 1 Consider the flux of B atoms in a solvent A containing

vacancies (Lectures 3 and 4). Now the only vacancy jumps which move the B

atoms are the jumps t>+f and F+b. For these x^ ^-x^ ' is -a and +a respec-

tively so that by A(5.4)

JB = ~nb wbf a + nf wfb a •

In the presence of an electric field but when there is no concentration

gradient we have
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» f. »(>,„(
V = V1 -

-7frT)

whence to first order

since n This expression is just eqn. (5.20).

Example Z Consider the same situation as in Example 1 but evaluate

the total vacancy current Jy (= -J A~J B). Now take u+v to refer to jumps of

the vacancy. Then since

0) 1] " 3<3)

wvu

we obtain from (A5.4)

. 3.4)

(A5.5)

where, as before, we have used the principle of detailed balance to eliminate

the change in energy at the saddle point 6gs. However as we have already

noted the simple expression (3.4) may lead us to overlook the fact that there

is a change of energy when defects bearing a net charge are displaced in an

electric f ie ld . I t follows that part of (A5.5) relating to b+f and f-*b jumps

must be corrected when qfa * 2qa.- For we see that for these jumps titt •

term in (A5.5) gives
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with the result that

- B n ^ w . a2(qb-2qa)E (A5.6)

In the absence of a force field (concentration gradient only this reduces to

v u v vu u v

u

by eqns. (4.1), (4.18) and detailed balance.
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